Shortest paths are computed for vehicles with comparatively small maximum range so that they must refuel, recharge or change batteries along a single trip in a road network. Heuristic solutions are given as well as exact algorithms. For sparse networks of service stations, shortest paths within these subnetworks serve as core paths. Extensions from the origin and towards the destination then yield overall shortest paths. Preprocessing shortest paths in sparse subnetworks allows computational speed-up. Parametric problem versions are dealt with by simultaneously minimizing overall path length and minimizing the length of the longest arc in use.
SITUATION
Vehicles with innovative drives mount new demands to navigation and dispatching systems as compared to vehicles with common combustion engines. Innovative drive vehicles include hydrogen driven vehicles and electric vehicles with either fuel-cell drive, pure electric drives, hybrid plug-ins or hybrids, all with or without range-extenders. The new demands result from one or several of the following reasons: low vehicle range, sparse but possibly growing network of service stations, long charging times and new consumption modes like battery recuperation when breaking and driving downhill. In particular, low ranges and long charging times have an impact on vehicle routing. It is the low ranges which are pivotal for this investigation.
Route planning for individual vehicles as well as tour planning for either individual vehicles or fleets are affected. Route planning is understood as generating a path from a specified origin to a specified destination while tour planning for one or several vehicles includes to reach prescribed intermediate goals with or without returning to the origin with or without using prescribed partial paths. Routes are planned by navigation systems and tours are generated by dispatching systems while both are summarized as vehicle management systems. The present concern is on routing with no upper bound on the overall route length.
Vehicles with small ranges may have to make one or several service stops along one trip for filling, charging or changing batteries. Todays vehicle navigation systems can be commanded to find a route to a far or nearby service station and to continue the route from there. A fast candidate search for service stations can be organized by line of sight computations to all service stations within a certain capture circle. But it can be found to be boring and inconvenient by the driver to monitor the journey and invoke route computations. More important, the driver may forget to do so and, in case of a sparse distribution of service stations, get stranded. Avoiding this and relieving the driver of planning and monitoring tasks is a major issue of the present work.
Filling a hydrogen tank as well as express-charging and changing batteries is thought of being a matter of minutes just like todays service stops. So, these stops can be considered as being part of a single trip and a single trip should be planned as such. All kinds of services will be summarized as charging for notational ease. For real-world route networks the number of charging stations may be only few hundreds or far less.
Routing to and from service stations may require to pass through nodes and arcs several times along one route. This is manageable by todays navigation systems by explicitly entering intermediate destinations, see figure 1. Shortest paths are individually computed and seamlessly connected. Even more important than allowing repetition is selection. It must be decided, based on the remaining range of the vehicle, which service stations to visit along a route and in what order to do so. It must be carefully balanced between guaranteeing to reach a service station whenever possible and avoiding overly cautious behavior by reaching service stations early and too often.
The present work is concerned with principle ideas of objectives and algorithms. Usability issues and speed-up techniques that are typically required for the implementation of routing devices must be added. Speed-up techniques include the use of appropriate data structures as by Zhan and Noon [15] , bounding, bi-directional search from origin and destination and the exploitation of so-called node importance and route hierarchies. The latter amounts to searching (partial) paths in small subnetworks.
Such issues and techniques either already are mastered or remain to be designed. The proposed algorithmic framework should give indications as to what such designs may be. It is one underlying concept of the present algorithmic framework to establish graphs in which shortest paths with range restrictions can be computed as ordinary shortest paths. This will entail shortest path computations on two levels. First, certain shortest paths in the original graph lead to aggregated graphs. Second, a shortest in one of the aggregated graphs results in a shortest path with range restriction for the original graph.
The remainder of this work is organized as follows. The formal problem and some essential features are given in sections 2 and 3. Heuristic solutions are given in section 4 and exact solution algorithms are given in the core section 5. Hierarchical as well as non-hierarchical approaches will be stated. Section 6 discusses problem variations including shortest route problems with variable vehicle range. These can be solved, essentially, via multi-criteria shortest path problems which are the most difficult routing tasks considered here. Section 7 points to some further issues and concludes the investigation. Göttingen (bottom right) and Braunschweig (top right) were entered manually.
APPROACH
The problem of finding a shortest path under the constraint that the vehicle range is smaller than the minimum length of unrestricted paths is denoted as the shortest path problem with range restriction. Generating shortest paths with range restriction can be achieved with more or less human interaction or purely algorithmically.
The proposed path planning method will follow the strategy to avoid charging at any decision point as long as the next decision point plus, possibly, a safety margin lie in the remaining range of the vehicle. The benefit of this "late charging strategy" is to avoid unnecessary service stops but the difficulty is that decision points in most cases will not be service stations.
Model
The road network is represented by a simple, directed graph G = (V, E). Nodes are of two types: either a node has a charging station which is denoted by v + or it does not which is denoted by v_. Accordingly, the node set is V = V + ∪ V_. Subscripts are dropped when the node type does not matter. Each arc e ∈ E has a positive length l(e) > 0 and when an arc has an opposing arc between the same two nodes, the two arc lengths may be different. An arc label preferably denotes the physical length of a road segment but it can also denoted the energy consumed by traveling along that segment or else. In case of energy consumption, lower bonds from Euclidean distances, which will be used occasionally in the sequel, cannot be applied or need to be corrected by multiplying with a "minimum" energy factor.
An arc (v, w) can only be traveled by a vehicle when its remaining range r(v) in the emanating node exceeds the arc length plus, if required, a safety margin Traveling along an arc decreases the vehicle range by the arc length so that r(w) = r(v) − l(v, w). If, however, there is a charging station at node w and if the vehicle were charged there, then r(w) = r max . It is assumed that charging will always be done to that maximum level or, equivalently, to the maximum range. A path may contain node repetitions and the origin of a shortest path will be denoted by s and the destination by t.
It does not suffice for considering the vehicle range to ignore arcs that are too long because an arc being too long depends on the condition at which the
emanating node of the arc is reached or can be reached. Only arcs whose length exceeds this maximum can be eliminated from the graph. The maximum range may vary with the driving style, environmental conditions etc. so that, ultimately, this value is not a vehicle constant. One of the principle difficulties of finding a shortest path with range restriction is that charging stations may be too sparse to reach the destinationthough the graph is connected -or that the destination is reachable but none of the charging stations can be reached from there. The interplay of path finding and charging along a path is illustrated in figure 2 .
The problem of finding a shortest path with range restriction is denoted as the subsequent constrained minimization problem with initial condition r(s)
and vehicle is charged in v i , i = 0, …, n. Some path from a node v to some other node w will occasionally be denoted by P(v, w) while a shortest path -with or without range restriction -will be denoted by P 0 (v, w). Charging is done at node 1 along the path s, 1, t so that r(1) = 220. Along path s, 1, 2, t, charging can be done at nodes 1 and 2 but will be done at node 2 only so that r(1) = 130 and r(2) = 220. Charging at node 1 would still require to charge at node 2.
Obviously, "late charging" refers to paths and not to nodes as such and the shortest path with range restriction here is s, 1, t.
Related Work
Recuperation in routing algorithms is considered by Artmeier et al. [1] and comparatively short ranges and sparse charging networks are considered in an early version of this work Kämple [5] and by Kobayashi et al. [8] . The latter considers heuristics which concatenate partial shortest paths that tend to result in reasonable overall paths. Dynamic programming leads to maximum recuperation velocity profiles for light hybrid trucks on given routes as by van Keulen et al. [6] . A similar approach focussing on the prediction of consumption is given for passenger vehicles by Karsargyri [7] . Assignment of destinations in combination with routing for fleets has been extensively considered for various objectives. New methods for urban domains have been proposed Ren et al. [11] . A precursor is the yet available eco-routing navigation system for cars with combustion engines. Routing takes into account parameters of the engine, gear box and the aerodynamic drag of a particular vehicle as well as typical breaking and acceleration profiles of route segments [2] . The complementary problem to routing is locating new service stations. This problem is considered by combinatorial optimization by and Touati-Moungla and Jost [14] .
STRUCTURAL PROPERTIES
Shortest paths with limited range differ from mere shortest paths by possibly revisiting nodes, see figure 3 . Along computations, a set of label pairs becomes attached to each node with the first entry of each pair denoting the distance
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Routing Algorithms with Range Restriction in Sparse Supply Networks Figure 3 . Arriving at node i after, say, 80 travel units with remaining range of 10 units requires to charge at node i + 1 before continuing along the arc of length 100. Thus, node i is visited twice after a total of 90 units travel distance with remaining range of r max − 5. The intended continuation is feasible when, for example, r max = 120; the data detail figure 1.
traveled so far and the second entry denoting remaining range. These labels are used informally now, explanations follow. Even more than two visits of one node may be necessary in the case of non-symmetric arc lengths, see figure 4 . However, the latter case is considered so unlikely here that at most two visits of the same node are considered. A shortest path with range restriction need not be a path with minimum number of charging stops even if the triangle inequality is satisfied as shown in figure 5 . Also, continuation of travel is not ensured along shortest paths in case of sparse service stations. The continuation problem amounts to guarantee that, after completing a route, at least one charging station is in remaining reach whenever this is possible at all. The problem is trivial if the destination point itself is a charging station. In general, the continuation problem cannot be solved by local route decisions. Rather, continuation has to be considered from the very beginning of route computations as illustrated in figure 6 . The figure also illustrates that a destination point may be reachable but the vehicle would always be stuck there. Figure 5 . An initial range of r(s) = 90 and a maximum range of r max = 100 allow to use the shortest path from s to t of length 150 requiring two charging stops as well as the longer path of 160 units requiring only one charging stop. Figure 6 . Avoiding the shortest path and a maximum range of r max = 400 allow to reach the destination point, which does not have a charging station, and, eventually, to reach another charging station. When the maximum range drops to r max = 350, the destination can still be reached but never be left.
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HEURISTIC COMPUTATIONS
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0.7 r (w) Figure 7 . Diamond-shaped area for search of charging stations. The size of the search area is parametrized by the remaining range at the search origin w.
contains several charging stations, the shortest paths from the current vehicle position are computed to each of these station. Each path length is added to the shortest path length from that station to the destination. The charging station with smallest sum is chosen as next goal point which is formally denoted by the minimization m a (b) denotes the length of a shortest path from a to b. All these shortest path computations can be facilitated by the Dijkstra algorithm, see Lawler [10] . To reduce computing load, the shortest path length m v+ (t) can be replaced by the simple-to-compute Euclidean distance v + − t . The downside of the search region method is that it must be invoked in time so that the vehicle can always reach a charging station. On the other hand, it must not be invoked too early so that progress towards the destination is not completely abandoned in favor of prematurely reaching the next charging station. Thus, the search region method may be endowed with additional parameters like invoking it when r(w) ≤ 0.25 ⋅ r max .
Also, the shape of the search region may be altered or be defined to contain all charging stations that lie at some maximum distance from the current position. The analog of the diamond from figure 7 then has no particular geometric form and is given by S = {v + ∈ V + m w (v + ) ≤ 0.7⋅r(w) and v + − t ≤ w − t }. The Euclidean condition in the definition of the search region ensures that only charging stations are considered that lie closer to the destination than the current vehicle position so that riding backwards will be prevented.
The Dijkstra algorithm has the one-to-many property which means that it can compute the shortest paths from a particular node to all other nodes (of a specified set) in a single run. The search region for charging stations is thus computable by the Dijkstra algorithm in the following form.
D-search-region
1. Input graph G = (V, E) with arc labels l: E → (0, r max ] and charging stations V + , search origin w ∈ V and destination t ∈ V.
T denotes the set or list of tentatively labeled nodes which is decreased by one element in each iteration. Tentatively labeled nodes may receive new labels until they are declared permanently labeled. Labels then may not change and declaring permanence of a node is achieved by simply removing it from T. The algorithm terminates when the set of permanently labeled nodes has reached or exceeded the maximum path length allowed in the search region; this level is set to 0.7⋅r(w). The permanent labels denote the lengths of shortest paths from the search origin: m(v) = m w (v) for all v ∈ V − T. So, the charging station which is actually chosen by the search region method can be found from the labels assigned by the Dijkstra algorithm followed by one simple, additional minimization
The predecessor function pred(⋅) for nodes allows to specify a shortest path from the search origin to the chosen charging station in backward notation:
Charging decisions within the search region method are straightforward: when a path to some charging station has been selected, the vehicle will actually be charged there.
Continuation from the destination point may be impossible if the destination itself is not a charging station. A more complicated objective may help to find a continuation by adding a rough estimate of the distance from the destination point to the nearest charging station. However, the current search result will be unaffected by adding such a constant to all distances. But it may entail yet another search for a charging station or call for abandoning the destination for lack of continuation. Anyway, as illustrated in section 3, continuation may be impossible to obtain in certain networks by heuristic methods.
Numerous heuristics similar to the search region method can be devised. One such is the maximum reach method which computes (1) a shortest path without range restriction and then (2) searches for a charging station in reach so that the total distance traveled along the unrestricted path becomes maximal, see figure 8 . If required, charging is repeated according to this method.
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EXACT ALGORITHMS 5.1. Two-level Approach
Shortest paths are, in particular, shortest paths between any two nodes along it. Thus, when a shortest path with range restriction makes charging stops at two or more stations, these stations are visited along shortest paths. So, shortest paths between stations can be used to construct overall shortest paths by extensions at the beginning and at the end: the first extension connects the origin to some station and the second extension connects some station to the destination. Both extensions will be shortest paths themselves.
Station graph
The approach motivates to consider the station graph. Its node set consists of all charging stations. An arc is introduced from one charging station to another when the length of a shortest path connection in the original network does not exceed the maximum range. Eventually, an arc is labeled with that shortest path length. Formally, the station graph is defined as G st = (V + , E st ) with (v + , w + ) ∈ E st if and only if w v+ (w + ) ≤ r max and arc labels are set as l st (v + , w + ) = m v+ (w + ). The station graph expresses reachability between charging stations without intermediate charging rather than reachability at all and its labels satisfy the triangle inequality
The station graph is an aggregated graph operating on certain shortest paths rather than on original connections. It requires special computations for generating it and the intended path computations for vehicles will require to attach origin and destination. This is similar to intersection graphs for fast path computations based on decentralized network data, see Kämpke and Wang [9] . A network and its station graph are shown in figures 9 and 10. Figure 8 . When the initial range equals r(s) = 90 and the maximum range equals r max = 400, charging at the first station leads to a distance of 400 − 10 + 40 = 430 which can be traveled along the unrestricted shortest path. Charging at the second station allows to travel 400 − 12 + 70 = 458 so that this station is considered to be better of the two.
In principle, the station graph is computable by the Floyd-Warshall algorithm or another all-pairs shortest path algorithm like one based on distance matrix multiplication, see Takaoka [12] . These algorithms would compute the shortest paths between any two nodes in the original graph and only retain paths (1) from charging station to charging station (2) with length not exceeding the maximum range. Such a path receives an arc and it is labeled with its length. But the approach is infeasible on real-world road graphs because either its worst-case run time is cubic in the number of graph nodes or it is of quite some conceptual complexity to reduce the cubic time complexity. Figure 10 . Station graph of the network from figure 9 for r max = 400. The station graph becomes the complete graph over the five charging stations for r max 510 and it becomes totally disconnected for T max < 60.
Thus, selections of nodes and maximum range must be algorithmically considered from the beginning. On the other hand, benefit of interleaved computations will be limited since shortest paths from different origins to even the same destination may be node-disjoint up to the final node. One approach is to successively invoke the Dijkstra algorithm for any charging station and compute the shortest paths to all other charging stations within maximum range. The computations for any one charging station are summarized next.
Station-graph-arcs-fro v 0 1. Input graph G = (V, E) with arc labels l: E → (0, r max ], charging stations V + , particular charging station v 0 ∈ V + and maximum range r max .
It is necessary for later route computations to retain the shortest paths themselves, not only their lengths. This will not be achieved by storing all shortest paths but it can be achieved by storing the predecessor function pred v0 (⋅) for all nodes for which it has been computed in step 2(d). Successive calls of this function beginning with an arbitrary node w + ∈ V(v 0 ) specify the shortest path P 0 (v 0 , w + ) in reverse order.
The station graph is independent from any selection of origin and destination. Thus, all station graph computations can be executed in a preprocessing phase prior to any particular route computation for vehicle use.
Extended station graph
Whenever the origin is not a charging station, it will be connected to the station graph by shortest paths which are no longer than the initial range and which do not intermediately pass through charging stations. And when the destination is not a charging station, it is connected from the station graph by shortest paths which are no longer than the maximum range and which, neither, intermediately pass through charging stations. The resulting graph is formally denoted as the extended station graph with edge extension sets E s = {(s, v + )|v + ∈ V + , m s (v + ) ≤ r(s) and P 0 (s, v + ) ∩ V + = {v + }} and E t = {(V + , t)|v + ∈ V + , m v+ (t) ≤ r max and P 0 (v + , t) ∩ V + = {v + }}. To avoid trivial complications, the case of the origin being a charging station is not stated explicitly; the edge extension set is empty then. The analog applies when the destination is a charging station. Neither considered is the case of the destination being in reach of the initial range without charging. A mere shortest path from origin to destination then suffices. However, a charging station may receive two extension arcs: one from the origin and one towards the destination. Two extended station graphs for the network from figure 9 are shown in figure 11 .
As station graphs are independent from from origin and destination node, they can be computed during a preprocessing phase. At run time, when origin and destination become known, only the nodes and paths at which the station graph can be entered and from which the station graph can be left are computed. These entry and exit sets are defined as is only necessary at the first charging stop but then r(t) = 140 so that a continuation from the destination becomes impossible; charging at both stations allows continuation. Note that node 4 is not connected to the destination though the shortest path from there is sufficiently short; but that path runs through node 5, another charging station.
For the two constellations from figure 11 , the respective entry and exit sets are V s = {1}, V t = {3, 5} and V s = {1, 6}, V t = {3, 5}. It is possible that V s ∩ V t ≠ 0 / indicating that there is a path with range restriction, though not necessarily a shortest path with range restriction, that requires only one charging stop. Computation of both sets is feasible by a version of the Dijkstra algorithm exploiting again the one-to-many property of that algorithm. The propagation of node labels will be suppressed for charging nodes. As a consequence, shortest paths to charging stations will be identified but not extended from there. So, as desired, all shortest paths with range restriction ending in a charging station will not have visited another charging station along the way.
Entry-set
1. Input graph G = (V, E) with arc labels l: E → (0, r max ], charging stations V + , route origin s ∈ V − and initial range r(s) > 0.
A shortest path from the route origin to any entry node can be retained in reverse order by successively applying the predecessor function. The exit-set can be computed by the same algorithm with two alterations. (1) The origin s is replaced by the destination together with the initial range being replaced by the maximum range r(s) → r max . (2) All arcs are reversed but maintain their labels.
Computations of entry-sets and exit-sets can be restricted to charging stations in reach according to Euclidean distance bounds. This will be elaborated for the entry-set only which is a subset of V ++ = {v + ∈ V + | s − v + ≤ r(s)}. The exit-set computations with bounds are found similarly, again, by replacing origin by destination, the initial range with the maximum range and reversing arcs but maintaining all arc labels.
Entry-set-bound
1. Input graph G = (V, E) with arc labels l: E → (0, r max ], charging stations V ++ , route origin s ∈ V − and initial range r(s) < 0.
The minimum in step 2(c) is a lower bound of the minimum distances to all charging station which have not yet and probably never will enter the entry-set. Note that after every complete iteration of step 2 of the algorithm so that further charging stations in reach from the origin need only be searched in set T. Trivially, these also lie in the set V ++ which explains the intersection in the minimum formed in the first line of step 2(c).
Two-level route computations without station graph preprocessing
The benefit from the graph constructions can now be readily harvested. A shortest path with range restriction in the original graph is implied by a shortest path without route restriction in the extended station graph and both shortest paths have the same length. Though shortest paths have extensively been computed, in particular, to generate the station graph, no shortest paths have yet been computed within this graph.
Let P 0 , ext − st (s, t) denote a shortest path in the extended station graph with v +in and v +out being the first and last charging station along that path. In order to retrieve the shortest path in the original graph, it is essential that the predecessor functions of the entry-set, the station graph and the exit-set be retained. So, the complete shortest path in the original graph is given segmentwise by the shortest paths P 0 (s, v +in ), P 0 (v +in , v +out ) and P 0 (v +out , t). all arcs (a, c), (a, b) , (b, c) ∈ E st , then a shortest path will only pass through nodes where charging is required. If the triangle inequality does not hold as genuine inequality or if other charging decisions are wanted, the late charging strategy can be applied to the shortest path. The strategy can be realized by the following simple algorithm. 
Two-level route computations with station graph preprocessing
The middle sections of overall shortest paths run through the station graph which is independent from origin and destination. Thus, overall shortest path computations could be speeded up if all possible station graph computations were executed in a preprocessing phase. Preprocessing amounts to compute and store shortest paths between all pairs of charging stations in the charging graph.
Combining, at run time, the preprocessed station graph with the entry-and exit-sets yields a bipartite graph with extensions from the origin and to the destination. All arcs in this so-called connection graph are labeled by shortest paths computed either within the station graph or the extensions. Note that when a charging station appears in the entry-as well as in the exit set, it is represented by two nodes in the connection graph and the connecting arc has label zero. A connection graph is shown in figure 12 . Note that the middle section of the connection graph need not be a complete bipartite graph; it contains only the nodes from the entry and the exit-set. Figure 12 . Sketch of connection graph with bipartite middle section allowing the computation of an overall shortest path with range restriction by a shortest path without range restriction.
The connection graph allows to compute a shortest path with range restriction by a mere shortest path. This is in complete analogy to computations by the extended station graph. The distribution options for preprocessing vs. processing at run time are summarized in table 1.
Route continuation
To solve the continuation problem, see figure 6 , all arcs pointing towards the destination point receive an increase of their labels. This applies to the extended station graph as well as to the connection graph and the increase in both cases is the minimum distance from the destination to the nearest charging station When a modified arc label exceeds the maximum range, the arc is omitted. Thus, whenever a shortest path from origin to destination is found for these arc labels, continuation is ensured. But the extended station graph and the connection graph may become disconnected with origin and destination lying in different connect components; no path then connects the origin to the destination. This does not imply that the destination becomes unreachable but it implies that continuation is impossible.
Single-level Route Computations
The price to be paid for the hierarchical approach with its reduction to computations of mere shortest paths is that some effort may be wasted from the
Routing Algorithms with Range Restriction in Sparse Supply Networks Table 1 . Two-level options with main difference of the shortest paths in the station graph being computed before or at run time.
Run Run Computations Preprocessing time Preprocessing time
Station graph X -X -Shortest paths in station graph -X X -
Shortest path with range restriction -X -X
Charging stops -X -X perspective of a particular routing instance. Unnecessary path computations can be contained, to a certain degree, at the expense of a single, more complex route computation. This computation operates directly on the original route network and, thus, must allow node repetitions along paths. Then, in order to restore paths, more than one label (pair) may have to be assigned to one node as otherwise backward tracing would either prevent to go through a required loop or avoid escaping it; comp. figures 3 and 4. Thus, multiple label propagation along one arc will be allowed and this so in different iterations of the algorithm. This is quite different from the original Dijkstra algorithm and all its variations considered in previous sections. Declaring nodes as 'permanently labeled' becomes a matter of the label sets rather than the labels themselves. Also, routing and charging decisions become interleaved by non-hierachical path planning.
A label pair (m(i), r(i)) of a node i denotes the length of some route -found at some stage of a computation -from the origin to that node and the remaining range after arrival in that node along that route. When the dependence of a label from a path or path index is to be expressed, this is done by superscripts; (m D (i), r D (i)) belong to path D from s to i. The shortest path length over a list L(i) of such labels for node i is denoted by A favorable structure of a label list is a priority queue with path length serving as key. It suffices to store label pairs of undominated or Pareto-optimal paths which means that dominated paths will be eliminated. A path D is dominated by another path E if the other path is at least as good in the two attributes "length" and "remaining range" and better in one attribute. This means that m E (i) ≤ m D (i) and r E (i) ≥ r D (i) with one inequality being valid as genuine inequality. The subset of Pareto-optimal labels of a label list
The predecessor function which will allow to specify paths in reverse order, is more complex than in the ordinary Dijkstra algorithm, since reference will be made to a preceding node as well as to one of its labels:
The first coordinate of a triplet consisting of a node index and a label pair will be extracted by the component-one function comp 1 
) ( ) . with
The following algorithm computes a shortest path with range restriction under the constraint of visiting a node at most twice. All charging decisions made in the first place are simple: whenever the optimal route passes through a station, the vehicle is charged there. After the route has been computed completely, these decisions can be streamlined by the late charging option.
D-restricted-range
1. Input graph G = (V, E) with arc labels l: E → (0, r max ], charging stations V + , origin s ∈ V and initial range r(s) ∈ (0; r max ].
3. Output shortest path length m(t) = m − min(L*(t)) and shortest path with range restriction in reverse order t, comp 1 (A 1 ),
The pair label e(v) denotes exit conditions from node v with initial setting NAN denoting the undefined value 'not a number'. While the label sets L(v) may grow and shrink throughout the algorithm, the special label set L*(t) of the destination only grows. Unlike in the ordinary Dijkstra algorithm, a node removed in step 2(c) from the list of tentatively labeled nodes T may re-enter this list in a later iteration in step 2(e)ii.
∀ ∈ k V
VARIABLE MAXIMUM RANGE
So far, the maximum vehicle range was assumed constant. But, under real-life conditions, the maximum range is subject to various causes whose combined effect is difficult to estimate. When numerical uncertainty is so severe that no single value can serve as surrogate value, the maximum range is treated as a variable and shortest paths vary accordingly. Different treatment of this variation, in particular different preprocessing options, result in different computing versions of shortest paths with variable range restriction. Some preprocessing options may entail a heavy computational burden.
Complete Station Graph
The shortest path from origin to destination that may use arcs only up to some admissible length is simply computable by the Dijkstra algorithm with removing all arcs of excessive length. Thus, the station graph is completed in the sense that the shortest paths between any two charging stations is computed, see figure 13 . This can be achieved by applying algorithm Station-graph-arcsfrom-v 0 with r max = ∞ for all v 0 ∈V + . When, at run time, the actual range is known, all arcs with excessive length are deleted from the complete station graph and it is extended to connect the start and destination nodes. As for fixed range restrictions, a shortest path P 0,ext − st (s, t) which is computable by any implementation of the Dijkstra algorithm, indicates a shortest route with range restriction in the original graph. 
Parameterized Shortest Paths
Working with all feasible arcs from the complete station graph is straightforward but hinders path computations within the station graph until a range value becomes known. In order to allow paths preprocessed before that value becomes known, critical range values and corresponding paths will be determined. A parameter or value for admissible arc lengths is understood as critical when an arbitrarily small change affects the shortest path length. Note that only admissible arc lengths vary while actual arc lengths remain constant. It will become obvious by means of the complete station graph that one admissible value for single arc lengths suffices for observing the range restriction along the whole path, see below. The task of computing shortest paths from origin to destination and simultaneously computing all critical maximum arc length values is denoted as the shortest path problem with parametric maximum arc length or SP-param-arc problem.
SP-param-arc can be considered as a two-criteria problem intending to minimize both path length and the maximum length of traveled arcs. But as opposed to classical bi-criteria shortest path problems, which are NP-complete as stated by Garey and Johnson [3, p. 214], SP-param-arc works on a single set of arc labels that are aggregated differently, namely by summation and maximization. This problem is quite special among all multi-criteria shortest path problems, see the survey by Tarapata [13, p. 272] .
Pairs (m, p) denote criteria values with m and p being the sum and maximum over arcs of some path. Ignoring charging options at nodes and vehicle ranges, shortest paths from s to t in figure 9 have two critical arc length values which are specified together with shortest path lengths: (560, 310) and (620, 300). When the maximum admitted arc length is increased from 300 to 310, the shortest path length drops from 620 to 560. But an increase in admitted arc length from 300 to only some value 310 − ε for small ε > 0 does not reduce the shortest path length.
The SP-param-arc problem requires to find all pairs of criteria values which indicate a change in shortest path length. These pairs form the Pareto-set or the so-called efficient boundary of the value pairs over all paths. Computing the efficient set is not equivalent to computing k-shortest paths for a suitable value of k since not all of the k shortest paths need to be efficient. Some solution strategies for generating the efficient set are detailed in Hansen et al. [4] .
A label (m′, p′) is smaller coordinate-wise than a label (m, p) if m′ ≤ m and p′ ≤ p′; notation (m′, p′) ≤ coord (m, p). Small path lengths and small maximum arc lengths are favorable over large values so that small value pairs dominate large value pairs in the usual sense of multi-criteria optimization. A set A of labels is smaller than a set B of labels if for each label in B there exists a label in A which is at least as good. Formally
Algorithm for Shortest Paths with Parametric Maximum Arc Lengths
The SP-param-arc problem is similar to the single-level problem for shortest paths with restricted range, see section 5.2. Thus, a Dijkstra-like algorithm will also assign sets of label pairs to nodes rather than single labels. Yet, the SPparam-arc problem is slightly less complicated as its shortest paths do not revisit nodes.
D-SP-param-arc
1. Input graph G = (V, E) with arc labels l:
Output. L*(t).
For any node v, L active (v) consists of the active label pairs and L * (v) contains the undominated (Pareto-optimal) labels found at any stage of the algorithm. Yet the overall set of active node labels is admitted to contain dominated labels; this set is the union of all active node label sets. The sets of active node labels may repeatedly become empty and, again, non-empty in the course of the algorithm. A shortest path with given maximum arc length p 0 may or may not exist. It does not exist if and only if, after termination of the algorithm, all labels in L * (t) have a larger second component. If it exists it can be found in reverse order by only using predecessors pred(⋅, b) with b ≤ p 0 .
The node set T attains the role of the tentatively labeled nodes of the original Dijkstra algorithm. The algorithm could be formulated without this set when termination is conditioned on the overall active label set L active dominating L * (t). But this would induce more unnecessary attempts of label propagation and more dominance tests to prevent them.
Also, the algorithm as given can easily be modified to find all bi-criteria shortest paths to a set of destination nodes. Then, the condition "i ≠ t " is removed from the beginning of step 2(d) so that all operations of step 2(d) are executed unconditionally. Termination occurs upon all target nodes having been eliminated from the tentatively labeled node set.
Parameterized Connection Graph
Successive applications of algorithm D-SP-param-arc allows to compute paths and efficient path values from each charging station to all others. For a pair (v + , w + ) ∈ V + × V + the efficient path values are retained in the set L * (v + , w + ). A sample of these sets is given in table 2.
The computation of the extended connection graph for variable maximum range R, denoted as extended parameterized connection graph, proceeds along these four steps:
1. Computation of the entry-set V s for initial range r(s). Figure 14 . Extended parameterized connection graph with bipartite middle section for initial range r(s) = 330 and maximum range R = 400 for the network from figure 9.
But it is so different from the algorithmic viewpoint that numerical comparisons appear inappropriate. The reason is that the competing method uses a geometrically constructed search region which is based on straight line connections. Though fast to compute, that region may be too small to contain the optimal route. For example in coastal or maintain areas, where routes can widely deviate from straight lines, the search region may become empty. Other cases may be critical when the optimal route leaves the search region, but only little.
FURTHER ISSUES AND CONCLUSION
Shortest paths with restricted range have been shown to be computable in road networks with few charging stations by generating unrestricted shortest paths in certain aggregated networks. The paths may be planned onboard the vehicles or at some central hub and they are planned independently for individual vehicles. Coordination of planning and communication between vehicles and charging stations or between vehicles and a central hub bear the potential to minimize station loads and waiting times and, thus, affect the routes themselves.
Models for coordinated route planning of vehicles without central control are particularly appealing and shall be investigated in the future. These models may include pricing options for different kinds of service priority such as 'regular' or 'premium'.
